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The struggle between the country and the city has
always been a part of human histcry, tut with the industrial
revolution, large societies possessing urban attributes came into
existence while the cities proper began to lose their bcunded
autonomy. Entire populations are now transformed intc a single
industrial economy, even though they may live in low density
situations. A distinction must be made between the growth of cities
and socicital urbanization. Even in advanced industrial societies,
however, large numbers of people are only one or two generations
removed tram the soil. Even though living in the city, they are nct
part of it as social reality. Education is the crucible which
prepared rural man to perform the special and diverse rules ct urban
living, but the extent to which schools should be merely instruments
of diffusion or the directors of the processes is not clear.
Urbanization entails complex changes at the levels of social
relations, personality, and culture, and the transition must to a
gradual one. Many of our deep and unconscious attitudes toward space,
time, resources, and institutions were shRped under circumstances so
different that these attitudes are detrimental today; the question is
whether they can be modified by education. Other questions are what
new images and Expectations are to be inculcated, and whether the
individual can handle the overloaded repertory ct roles inherent in
urban society tcday. (MBM)
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urbanization, on the oti.er hand, mean:. the incornor.,tii;a, nnd Lhe fYansfcr-

mation, of enti;:c popuintL)n., teriitoris i.-!e a s

economy. To be sure, the pc..:).:Intien wh oh 1-L.:mat-ir dispersed it !ow dent-,jty nono!ban

patterns does not narticinte dircctly in 1i h(terogeneit:, oi urban

encounter. Yet the :Has:: M.2(1.1 and the modern mt:Lic/s ,JE ,c ! mean that

no o,le necd to be left benind.

if .e are properly t ) a=,!ess l!roh'em It . IruLtaet to

distingui!,n betweL,. the grot.: ot cities and soc.dtd: urhaulznti.),!. t'ot:.;

must be seen as tecipr-,Lal cf a single werld-wide prectL!,

quences of these tdo di:Ler jacket li lOrr.t' C

city gre,ws; in the lattet Lboa..d. the H5..e of Lite city

its relat4ve power -!e:lines. Similarly, tilt"! frst Ire .:mi.eL.1,an.

displacementt, are ne::vonal o:id fa,ilini; it; the latter, institutions and t:ollectivities

are enlarged and rerouped, thoi persooal or familial diLarfin may !ikewisc

occur. For hnta persolu:) centi:.,,ucatlons, I scn ol :ielarges

indefinitely. ch.., L-)f and tin increaed Liompi retwerks,

tends to outrun caf.acity of Had and psycn e. l!ln are ov,:t,.i.ime2 6, .-.onstLilntions

of po.ver will nryond treir range of visin and U coutcol.

Mien we look at Li:e life ;icitatiou of ti majority the hamon oculafion

today, however, it is evident that he proclamation or the viLtory or. kL(? c.o: over

the country is still premature. Ail:: uniiorml!y accurate means et 1:elriug aud

countin8 do net exist. perhaps more than a third of lid- Torld',4 atnpt I lye in

SC ttlements which Ca.: !-)i, characterized hs "c.fies' or ma urbu,;". 'tt advanced

indu3trial sociefie:t, where tOo majofi_y of the pm ,: ale as urban, large

numbers, often the majority, are ILvJ d e,caeratinn . , two femovud 1,:op: the soil. The

zolture, the institui:en , the dnguage, and :iic consc:ousrn-s, eve:n at the industrial

(or "post-indn5fria) not-itie,l, are still permeited with Lhc idioms of rural-urban
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conflict. Thus in effect, hough the f,ou . of th,. ,rA arc cLstiii, down-

ward upon us, we are still ti'ytn tn navigate n rapiLIQ

separated countr:, from city.

In today's urban ferment, At !east in the !!1,.rucl jtated, thee or

forces of urban development collide Irco'yst:r

into flic street., one finds Lnoso 'he .,ave pt;u: icaity LO tn nri, into

the city as a physical cJtItai:.er, b.tt w:io were admitt,A to ciyita:1, t.!1,- city

as social realit:,-. J.tid-he ,Ifizns unfiergo LFn ea:ly pit;)so of

urbanization. On the other i!and. there or the children of urban privilege, nba

long ago entered the cty, ;Jut who rise no to ;,roL,st the dtsappearan,:e of the civitas.

Those without, seek ently; those within say with ccrtrude "There is no

there, there."
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The same confusion anpears where the mighty assemble to form policy. Whether

it is a questioli of the underprivileged in a nnt.indnstrial society, or of tln2

"underdeveloped" among the society of nations, rIching cars on more urgent than

the development of those so far leln, be'llnd. On the oth.: hand, the problems con-

fronting the 'advanced" nations in the end may he even more cos:pel imuz. Clearly

the mismcnagment of tIle vast concentrations of power in these socic,ios has al-

ready had disastrous consequences both for them.;ei.,,es aad inr the societies in

earlier stages of development. Moionver, "no,:t-industria7" territory ilF,s yet

to be mapped. The developing countries have several development ::I modnis Loin

which to choose. There ale the Wrstern European. the: :Japanese, and Mi2r%ist

models, in the last instancy', in tie two version nf- Ru6sia and Cninn. Ho.,ever

difficult it may be bring abort the modernization of a given socLety, modern:za-

tion has already occurred in various forms. The "post-industrial" sctiety, on the

other hand has still to be invented. It may well be that t'!e disaf'ection

ally in ehe United States, as expressed in what has been called the "counter-cul-

ture", can best be understood as a reaction to the early di.ep lacements of the

"post-industria l"

Tn both phases of urban growth, rilL school has hcen a major tnci in J:cncted

change. While_ many forces of communi,natlon and development interact. in Ite2 pro-

cess of urbanization, education is ti,a crucible which prepartn; ream man to per-

form the special and diverse rules of urban living. The extent to which the

schools, however, are instruments for the diffusion of social in\entions m,ide

elsewhere rather than agents of innovation is not fully clear. Otru7ni%ely, the

education of increasing numbers of people, will produce proieund changes in socie-

tal structures. But can we expect toe schools, at least at primary and secondary

levels, to facilitate or to direct a process as vast or sweeping as urbanization?

Is it their task rather to mirror and to transmit tilt changes as they occur in
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more profound and complex ways throughout entire societies?

These questions, reaching deeply as they do into the history and the philo-

sophy of education, cannot be answered here. But they must be asked in the con-

crete instance as well as generally. I shall be content, therefore, if in the

following comments I can identify a few of the Issues which confront educators as

they confront the questions of urbanization in their task today. Allow me to

speak first of the problems surrounding the pre-urban legacy which lives on with-

in and alltund us as we enter the city, then of the lineaments of the past -urban

era now beginning to emerge.

The urbanization of lite, which occurs in clearest tom by the transfer of

people from country, entails complex changes at the levels of social relations,

personality, and culture. As in the case of international migrations, "naturaii-

satiositis a long process, likely to extend over several generations. In-migrants

into cities may find themselves deprived prematurely of the sustaining ties of

kinship, neighbors, or friends, or of the support of the simple economy and insti-

tutions upon which they could rely in the rural setting. On the other hand, they

may cling to these at she expense of their incorporation into the new structures

or institutions of the city. In any case the transition must be a gradual one,

and various strains arise where for whatever season, the needs for gradual tran-

sition cannot be met.

Usually, however, the population of a city is highly heterogenous precisely

in terms of the stage of urbanization. A classification continuum might be pxo

posed for the ranking of the entire population of a city or a metropolis, ranging

from those Just arrived from farm or vil:age, with no urban skill en. experience,

to persons whose ancestors may have been urban for ten generations or more. Often,

however, this distinction is buried in the categories of social class, nr in con-

trast between ghetto and suburb. Differences arising from length of urban residence
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are both deep and subtle, though they are subject to modification by other influ-

evces as well. For example, in the United States, the lower the socioeconomic

class and the more "rural" the urban resident, the greater the likelihood that

the locality or neighborhood figures importantly in the way he organizes his

life.Inthe early stages of urban renewal this fact was not recognized. By

the same token, the higher the socioeconomic class, and the longer the urban iesi-

dence, the less the likelihood that the imnediare locality will determine the so-

cial space of the person in question.

This question quickly tnkcs collective form. The allocation of the urban

residents in the urban social system is widely regarded in,.2 a function ot the mar-

ket economy. Though the claims of this theory may be excessive, the fact remains

that urban social organization in Western societies presupposes considerable inter-

changeability among the population. Indeed, this obtains at all levels of the

society. Already when the American constitution was being written, there was con-

siderable distrust of special groups such as ethnic groups within the larger so-

ciety. These, it wes thought, could inhibit the achievement of the equality with-

out which the society could not operate. But the question has never been resolved.

To this day we feel deeply ambivalent on chese matters. Should public pulley tol-

erate the persistence of pre-urban, communal groupings, expressed especially in re-

sidential and educational patterns, but intruding on the political process as well?

Or in urban planning, whether in the renewal of old toms, or in the building of

new ones, should preurban, communal preferences be accommodated even at the risk

of conflict or disruption within the city?

Beyond particularities of this sort, however, lie the central meths or images

of the society, those images which express and mediate the core self-understanding

concerning the society which the members share. Here the Americals may confront

a common problem, though in a form peculiar to each country's history. In the
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case of the United States, attention has krequently been drawn to the impact of

the frontier, or as others would have it, to the experience of what seemed to be

almost unbounded space, on our corporate consciousness. It has even been proposed

that in America "space has played the part that time has played in the older cul-

tures of the world." While in older societies, whose land had long since been

occupied and filled, the tragic load of the past had to be born and resolved,

until thakend of the nineteenth century, Americans could simply go West when

problems seemed untractable.

The rush to the suburbs, the ranch style houee, the urban sprawl, the addic-

tion to freeway and automobile, all these and more are hardly accidental develop-

ments. In any case, a former Secretary of Commerce once complained about efforts

to curb the urban freeway program because this threatened "our right to come and

go as we please...a heritage from frontier days.'" It takes more than a quota-

tion, of course, even from a former Cabinet member, to establish a pcint. What

does seem clear, however, is that many of our deep and unconscious attitudes to-

ward space, time, resources, and institutions were shaped under circumstances so

vastly different that these attitudes are detrimental today. The question coafront-

big educators is whether such attitudes can be modified in the educational process,

or are they imbeddad so deeply that only new catastrophic experiences can modify

them? Can education directly engage and reshape the unconscious material which

unites a society?

Turning now in the other direction, we confront questions vastly more diffi-

cult. Aesuming that we could dispose of the pre-urban legacy of culture, of insti-

tutions, and of perceptions, what new images or expectations are to be inculcated?

Do we accept an extreme view of the "cultural lag" theory which permits technology

to the pacemaker for chance, and which would make of the educator an adjuster of

culture to that pace of change? If neither the culture of the past nor the tech-
.

nology of the present is to dictate the destiny of post-urban man, whence the.
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models that are to guide us?

Questions as these are the stuff of coaflict in modern so, ant coo-:

never be arbitrated by edtaaltors or educational institutions alone. If the shape

of the "post-urban" world cannot yet be etched, some problems which require solution

can already be identified. Some of these lie directly in the path of the educational

process. One increasingly urg,,nt task is thc: education ot post-urban Nan to cope

with complexity. It has been demonstrated naientedly that the magnetises of oppor-

tunity, diversity, and ctoice has attracted paople into cities ever siueo they

arose. The social and cultural heterogeneity found in cities is reflected in, the

urban personality. The urban person can. handle with comfort a greater repertory

of segmental roles than can his rural counterpart.

Despite the attractions of heterogeneity, however, Americans, have

frequently displayed strong ambivalence toward the city. They have sought, its

advantages, without understanding or accepting the full con:,equence5' of complexity.
A

At this very moment of urban unrest, large numbers of Americans seem to draw back

more than ever, pursuing vainly the simplicity and security which we can never

regain. Certainly there are timits to the range of role complxities which the

psyche can manage, and the malaise of our time may indicate tnat the limits are

being violated. On the other hand, the understanding and the management of complex-

ity are in part the functions of sociatization and education. The point is not that

we should strain the human personality to accommodate a rmuaway technology. It is

rather that the educational curriculm: and experience need systematic and critical

testing to see to it that the young, indeed pec sons of all ages, deveLop a genuine

grasp of urban complexity. Only whea compiexIty and heterogeneity are understood

and embraced can the limits likewise be defined, and urban institutions and life

styles devalloped accordingly.
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hole multiplicity, however, is simply the reverse side of the identity Ties -

talon. An overloaded repertory of roles inevttit. j. :opardi.ces the core identity

of the fielf, and its isolation from the identity forming matricea of primary and

communal groups. As we all know, only the abridginf, of the pre-urban cormnunal

structures - family, kinship, locality groups and the LlIce - makes modern man

available for large-scale, complex social organisation. In certain. respects, r.ne

walled medieval city maximized both communal soli'darity and secundiy complexity.

the large scale, post-urhan socieLiee, howevee, call into questlen not only the

pre-urban communal leeaey, which elready ..:os attenuated in the te:, but the

neighborhood patterns and instftutiene whi-h had achieved veryi..".g derees of vla-

bility in the induettl.al city.

It is above ell the schools wnch are (-ought up in the struggle fo7. cermentat

survival or redefinition in the posturban societ/. 1n3titutionally a case can

be made to use the school as the principal tool . the construct5on and maintenance

of neighborhood, and thus for local control of schools. '.et the rcsuting homo-

geneity, which provides a clear anchor for idently at one level, can quickly lead

to paroc4a1 conflict. Indeed, is precisely stch homogeneity of cicsc or 'ace

or culture which 5_11-equips the pupil for life in neteregeeeous societies.

At the structural or instiLutional level, the ey-abiosis of homogeneity and

heterogeneity in the social environment depends upon the functions of the larger

society. These the educational process cannot make or break. The school controver-

sy rages because schools seek or are asked to solve problem: which they cannot di-

rectly control. But educators can both educate for homogeneity ald complexity, and

articulate for the larger society the complex problems here at stake. One cannot

feel that these tasks have as vet been adequately addressed.

9
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Finally, if th,,, age of the city in its pre-ind:_lstral autonomy has passed, the

polls, the reality creat,A free men in rotHprocal action, ca!:not ba permitted to

pass. Now is the time to resist the presore tr hare done ;nth the cla.i,ical 1E4-:acy

in the post-industrial worl. This is not a plea for the rovival of dead languages

in the curriculum, thou0 those surely hive their place. We need to reconnecL

rather with the original understanding of the pal is which, in the words of Werner

Jaeger, gives every man, "besides his private 1::c, ort of secood life, his hips

politikos." True, new ,Thorc..s have mear4 3Cis n be the privaz n and the

political. Both the pr;v4ite_ u!..1 thc civic or phblic sh,,res have horn vastly

enhanced since the (:reek urbaa experiment. 6ut toe Greeks d-dained the private

man, who had no public ;dentity. He possehsed only that 1.,ich WAS his tp), when

the term "idiot". The freedom and the afiluence of the post-industriai world makes

possible widespread "Idiocy", in the ancient Gree!r. sn.o Ualess the c.i'.ocy of

the members of affluent societies can be overcome, the outlook is hareiH bright.

Moralizing, howeAec, wii' avail. but little. It is a questi on of to requirements

and the rewards of 6ol;i1. s','stess But it is also a question Of values and life-

styles, and ¶ f eduLn:ion as a tool in the orbanii7,Ition of persons the car!y

phase of urbanizat; it can held to Hopper the cebuildin!:4 of rho

polio.
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